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Save Valuable Time Managing
Your Health Care Regulations

A complex and ever-changing health care regulatory environment is forcing
you and your team to do more with fewer resources. You are responsible for
maintaining continuous compliance with multiple regulators with increasingly
strict standards requirements. In addition, your team is expected to maintain
optimal financial performance and provide exceptional care.

There are more pages of regulations for
Medicare than in the Internal Revenue
Service code, and the Medicare
regulations are more complicated.1

You need a tool that will allow you to spend more time on patient care rather
than researching regulations from multiple entities. E-dition Compliance Monitor
Plus (ECM Plus) is your cost-effective compliance tool. The ECM Plus software
provides a single resource for key federal and state regulations and crosswalks
these regulations to help you reduce risk, fill gaps in compliance, avoid fines,
and save time.
This online tool is automatically updated daily as regulations are revised, and can
save you hours of research time. You can:
–– Create custom crosswalks of Joint Commission hospital standards and EPs to
related CMS Conditions of Participation (CoPs), A-tags, state regulations, and

For more information on
how ECM Plus can improve
and streamline your hospital’s
health care regulatory
activities, please visit
www.jcrinc.com/e-ditioncompliance-monitor/plusecm/plus/.

NFPA codes
–– Save, email, print, and export your crosswalks so you can easily share these with
others in your organization
–– Access full text regulations from major federal agencies and all 50 states
–– Conduct powerful searches for specific regulations with a few simple clicks
–– Readily access bookmarked regulations of particular interest to your organization
–– Receive a daily list and email alert on regulations that apply to your organization
and your state(s)
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